
E-50  INSTALLATION GUIDE
D E S I G N E D  T O  B E  T H E  M O S T  A F F O R D A B L E  A N D
I N C O R P A B L E  H O M E  E L E V A T O R  I N  
N O R T H  A M E R I C A  



• Standard size sockets set, wrenches, drill and impact are required.
• Jigs are provided inside the crate in your first E50 shipment and are to be used on all future E50 

installations after.
• The Cambridge Elevating (CE) remote (run bug) can be used for both hydraulic and E50 elevators. 

If this is your first elevator from CE, a run bug is provided.
• Build temporary work platforms at each landing.
• Check to make sure your pit floor is level.  If not, you will need to level the baseplate to ensure 

the motor is level at the top of the hoistway.
• The rail bracket centerline will always be 25” from the doorway even if your depth is greater than 

50”.
• The base plate will act as your bottom rail bracket and needs to be anchored to the pit floor.
• Rails are 88” long and in most cases, the lower 2 rails are joined together to begin the install.
• You will be required to drill two, 7/16” holes on the rails at every rail keeper bracket.
• Top rail bracket elevation will always be 83.25” to the center from the top finished floor.
• The top-coded strip will straddle the rail bracket.
• All other coded strips are 79.5" on center from the finished floor or 95" to the top of the coded 

strip from the finished floor.
• Sensors will always be on the opposite side of the OverSpeed Governor (OSG) or furthest from 

the door.
• Organize splice (fish) plates into sets. Each set of 2 (page 7) will include:

o One plate with tapered holes for the bolts (Outside rail)
o One plate is flat with holes (Inside rail)

• Install your spice plates on the top of your rails before placing them into the hoistway.
• You don't need to adjust any of the sling's blue rollers as these are set at the factory.
• If you have a solid rail wall, remove the grey slack rope cable from the car top box and install the 

cable on the slack rope switch before installing the sling.
• The OSG is always installed on the door side.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

• Please visit www.cambridgeelevating.com/technicians and watch all E50 training videos.
• Review your elevation drawing (see elevation drawing example on page 4) and confirm your

measurements are correct.  If there are any discrepancies, please call tech support at
1-866-209-3421.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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LAYOUT DRAWING EXAMPLE
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CLIENT: DEALER NAME
PROJECT NAME: JOB NAME
JOB NUMBER: 2022XXXX
E50 COMPACT ELECTRIC ELEVATOR 
CAB HEIGHT: 79" STANDARD HEIGHT
INTERIOR CAB DIMENSIONS: 33-1/2" x 42"
CAB DESIGN: RIGHT INLINE CAB



Centerline and Rail Bracket Locations 

Rail Brackets 

Install the mid-floor rail brackets in the center of the packed locations or floor joist at each 
level noted on your elevation drawing. Remember the top bracket is longer and has the “T” 
and it must be 83.25” from the top landing floor.
Install the keeper brackets on each rail bracket finger tight. Make sure the holes of the 
keeper bracket are facing in toward the center of the rail bracket.

CENTERLINE AND RAIL BRACKETS

Top Rail Bracket 

Regular Rail Bracket 
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1.1)
1.2)
1.3)

1.4)

Mark the centerline 25” from the door opening (see layout drawing example on page 5). 
Drop the plumb bob chalk line and snap when settled.
Mark the rail bracket locations on the centerline in the center at each packed section of 
the rail wall (see elevation drawing example on page 4).
Drop plumb lines and make sure the railwall is plumb at the rail bracket locations. Note: 
There is a total of 1" adjustment in the rail keeper bracket. 

2.1) 

2.2) 

Keeper Bracket 



Rails

Join 2 rails together (if required) making sure to use 2 splice plates on either side. 
Transfer your measurement (from 3.1) onto the rail you are installing first. You'll 
generally start with the rail furthest from the door as it will be easier to install the 
sling. Drill two, 7/16” holes for the keeper brackets using the jig provided on the 
inner portion of the rail. Tip: If you don't have a jig, use one of the keeper 
brackets as the jig. The holes are 1-1/8” in from the inside edge of the rail.

RAILS AND BASEPLATE 

Baseplate
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3.1)  Place the baseplate on the pit floor and make sure it’s level. Measure from the top 
of the baseplate to the center of the keeper bracket on your first rail bracket. 
Measure both left and right sides. Note: The measurements should be the same 
for both sides. 

3.2) 

Jig on Rail

Jig If No Jig: Use 
Keeper Bracket 

Splice Plates 



Install the rail that you started with to the baseplate. The upright portion of 
the baseplate goes on the inside of the rail and lines up with the 2 triangle 
markings. If the triangles are covered, you have the rail in the wrong 
position.

BASEPLATE 

Baseplate with Rail (Correct)

Baseplate with Rail (Incorrect)

Rail Bracket Secured to Keeper Bracket
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3.3) 

3.4)
3.5)

3.6)

3.7)

Bolt the keeper bracket tight to the rail. The rail can now move in and out. 
Set the rail so it's square to the rail wall. If the rail wall is true, you can start the rail 
2.75" off the support wall. Make sure the left and right sides of the rail are square to 
the wall. 
Tighten the keeper bracket to the rail bracket and confirm the rail has not twisted  
while you were tightening down the bolts.
With the top of the rail tight, use a level or a laser level to plumb the rail from top to 
bottom, and left to right. Once plumb, secure that side of the baseplate to the pit 
floor using tapcons or another concrete anchor. Do not secure the other 2 holes until 
after the second rail is installed.



Take your sling and brake release jig, slide the jig over the brakes and drive down the 
bolt to release the brakes using an impact. TIP: If you don't have this jig, take a 1" 
socket, lift the bracket and place the socket underneath to keep the brakes released. 
The blue square is where you would place the socket (refer to brake release jig 
installed image).

RAILS, BASEPLATE AND JIGS 

Brake Release Jig Installed

Bring the sling into the pit and slide the styles around the rail.  The rollers ride on the 
outside, not inside, like our hydraulic models. The sling will straddle the rail.
Join 2 more rails, transfer the measurement you took from step 3.1 for the other rail. 
Mark and drill two, 7/16” holes.
Lift rails over the sling and drop them onto the baseplate keeping the upright portion of 
the baseplate on the inside of the rail.
Secure the top of the rail to your keeper bracket.
Set the rail to the same measurement as the other rail you previously installed. 
Tighten the keeper bracket to the rail bracket and confirm the rail did not twist and is 
still at the same measurement on each side.
Remove your jig from the brake.
Lift the sling up 6” and secure the bottom of the rail to the baseplate. This will set the 
distance between guides (DGB).
Plumb your rail. 
Secure the baseplate to the pit floor with 2 more tapcons or another concrete anchor of 
your choice.
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3.8) 

3.9)

3.10)

3.11)

3.12)

3.14)
3.13)

3.15)
3.16)

3.17)
3.18)

Slack Rope Assembly 

Brake Release Jig



RAILS AND INSTALLING THE MOTOR 

Rails (Continued) 

 Motor 
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3.19)
3.20)

3.21)

3.22)
3.23)

3.24)
3.25)
3.26)
3.27)
3.28)

3.29)

4.1)Before lifting the motor in place, loosen the chain guard.
4.2 )  Lift the motor onto the motor mount bracket and secure the motor using 

the provided hardware. The motor shaft will always face the door opening.

Continue installing the rails.
Measure from the top of the next rail to the center of the next keeper bracket on the next 
higher rail bracket. Measure both left and right sides and the measurementshould be the 
same for both sides. If you have more rail brackets, repeat this step until the last two rails.  
Transfer this measurement onto the next rail, if the measurement is greater than 88” you  
need to join 2 rails together.
Use your keeper jig and place it on your mark and drill two, 7/16” holes using the jig. Place 
the rail on top of the lower rail and secure them together using the splice plate. Make sure 
the joint is smooth and file if needed.
Tighten the rail to the keeper bracket
Plumb the rail and secure the keeper bracket to the rail bracket.
Repeat these steps until you are on the last 2 rails.
The last set of rails, loosely install the rails to the keeper brackets after the holes are drilled. 
Install your motor mount beam and tighten the bolts. This will set your top DGB and help 
the rails from twisting.
Tighten the rails to the keeper bracket.
Plumb the rail and tighten the keeper bracket to the rail bracket.
Note: Short rail is cut and drilled at the shop however here are the jigs incase you have to 
cut and drill new short rails on site. 

Jig Jig on Top of Rail 

Top View of Motor Mount Beam 

3.30)

Motor Mount Beam 



MOTOR, CONTROLLER, RUNNING SLING & COUNTERWEIGHT 

Controller 

Running the Sling

Counterweight
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5.1)

5.2)

5.3) 

Motor Installed on Top of Bracket

Lift the chain guard and drop the chains down the front to the sling. The chains are 
offset by 1/2 a link.
Secure each chain to each chain bolt on the sling and pull the chain over each sprocket 
and down behind the motor. Be sure the chain goes through the holes on the motor 
mount bracket.
Run the motor and brake wires back into the machine room. Secure the wires so they 
are out of the way. 

6.1)
6.2)
6.3)
6.4)

 Fasten the controller to the wall in the machine room.
 Connect the motor wires to the contact block.
 Plug in the brake wire to the insulation displacement contact (IDC) from the contact block. 
 Make the electrical connections to the 110v and 220v din rail or disconnects if provided.  
Note:   For your safety, disconnects (provided by others) should have an auxiliary - refer to 
your local code. 

7.1)
7.2)
7.3)
7.4)

7.5)

Remove your temporary work platforms.
Plug in the run bug.
Slide the install switch to the on position (right).
Slide the high-speed switch on (right) if you are comfortable. If not, the sling will run 
at leveling speed.
Run the sling to the top floor landing. The chains will now be at the lower level.

8.1)    Secure the counterweight carriage to the chain bolts. You will need to prop up the 
carriage or stabilize it while you secure the chains to the chain bolts. 



COUNTERWEIGHT 

Counterweight Installed
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8.3)
8.4)
8.5)
8.6)

Remove the 2 bolts that will secure the weights in place. 
Install the weights vertically as shown above
 Reinstall the 2 bolts to secure the weights in position.      
Check the chain for equal tension and adjust as needed.

8.2)  Center the carriage between the rails using the rollers at each corner and tighten down each 
roller using a 7/16” socket.

Bolts to be Removed

Chain Bolts and Chain Installed



Setting Rollers and Brakes 

Set the Platform

Overspeed Governor, Sensor Head and Coded Strips

ROLLERS & BRAKES, PLATFORM, OSG, SENSOR HEAD AND CODED STRIPS 
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9.1)
9.2) 

9.3) 

9.4) 

9.5) 

9.6) 

Run the sling down to the lower floor level.
Set the bottom side rollers so they are touching the sides of the rail and the sling is 
centered on the rails.
Set the front bottom roller: Place a socket over the bottom nut and a screwdriver 
between the socket and top nut. Pull the screwdriver towards you, tighten the 
bottom nut, then tighten the top nut. Repeat for the other side.
Top roller assembly is one assembly: Position the side rollers so they are tight to the 
rail. Take the screwdriver and place it on the top roller and pull the screwdriver 
toward you to keep the roller tight on the inner rail and tighten down the nut.
Take the brake shim (located in the white envelope). Slide it between the back of the 
rail and the brake block. Pull the brake block towards you and tighten down the four, 
9/16” bolts.
   Remove the shim and repeat on the other side.

10.1)

10.2)

10.3)

Place cab floor upon sling and secure it temporarily until you can confirm it’s in the 
desired location which is 1/2” to 3/4” from the landing floor.
Once satisfied with the platform position, secure it to the sling using the 1” wood 
screws provided.
Run the elevator up and down, checking all clearances and confirming a smooth 
ride along the rail system.

11.1)  Install the OSG closest to the door using the self taping screws and holes provided 
in the sling.

Overspeed Governor 



11.2) On the opposite side, install the sensor head using the 2 bolts provided and the slot
at the top of the sling.

11.3) Install the bottom coded strip 79.5” from the landing floor or 90” to the top of the
coded strip from the finished floor.

Lower Floor-Coded Strip Installed

SENSOR HEAD AND CODED STRIP 

11.4) 

11.5)

For all mid-floor coded strips, run the platform to be level with the next floor. 
Position the coded strip so the middle is in the center of the sensor head. It should 
be 79.5” from the finished floor to the center of the coded strip or 90” to the top of 
the coded strip. Repeat for the next mid-floor landing. 
The top coded strip will straddle the top rail bracket with the bottom of the cam 
touching the bottom of the rail bracket. Tip: Center of top rail bracket needs to be 
83.25” from the finished floor for this to work.
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Sensor Head



CODED STRIP AND CHAIN MOUNTING BRACKET 

11.6) Install the OSG chain holder above the top rail bracket just below the motor.  This
should be 5 - 7/16” away from the rail.  The chain sprocket on the OSG should be 
in line with the chain mount.

11.7) Attach the chain to the top mounting bracket.

Top Floor-Coded Strip Installed 

OSG Chain Mounting Bracket

11.8) Route the chain down the back of the OSG under the bottom sprocket, then up and over
the middle sprocket and out the bottom slot of the OSG.
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OSG Chain Mounting Bracket



11.9) Run the platform down to the lowest floor. Attach the bottom of the chain to the bottom
mounting bracket, pull it tight and secure it to the rail wall. Packing between studs may be 
required if no hoistway sheating. 

MOUNTING BRACKET AND CAB 

Lower Mounting Bracket

Cab Installation
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12.1)
12.2)

12.3)

12.4)

12.5)

12.6) 
12.7) 
12.8) 

Locate the back wall and remove the 2 shims on each side of the wall and brackets. 
 Place the back wall on the platform and loosely secure it with provided hardware to the 
platform.

 You can now install the light curtains to the left and right wall using the 2-way tape 
(provided) or wait till after you installed the cab.

 Take the left or right wall and slide it between the wall and corner bracket. Going in at a 
45-degree angle helps. Make sure the wall is fully pushed in against the back of the
corner bracket and secure the wall loosely to the floor, repeat this step for the other
side wall.

 Place the ceiling on top of the walls then place all bolts into the ceiling and secure
these tightly into place so there isn't a gap between the walls and ceiling.
Secure the walls to the floor.
Level the cab using the cab stabilizer brackets.
 Zip tie the brake cables to the front of the stabilizer brackets.

Routing of Chain on OSG



CAR TOP, ELECTRICAL, HALL CALLS & LOCKS, BI-FOLD DOORS, RUNNING INTO AUTO AND SETTING FLOOR LEVELS 

Car Top and Electrical 

Hall Calls and Interlocks

Run your cat5 cables for your hall calls to each landing.
Install your interlocks.
Install your hall calls. Connect the black and blue cat5 to the correct port on the 
back of the hall call station board.

Bi-fold Doors

Running in Auto

Setting Floor Levels
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13.1)
13.2)
13.3)

13.4)

13.5)

Place the car top on the roof of the cab.
Run the travel cable from the car top to the machine room.
Run the TC into the car top and secure the car top box to the ceiling in the desired 
location.
Connect the slack rope switch cable to the slack rope switch, or if you have installed 
the cable to the switch, plug it onto the car top board.
  Install the Car Operating Panel (COP) and connect the COP to the car top board 
using the black cat5 cable.

14.1)
14.2)  
14.3) 

15.1)
15.2) 
15.3)
15.4) 
15.5) 

15.6) 
15.7) 

Install the sill to the platform so the sill is flush with the edge of the floor.  
Place the roller washers on the sill post.
Install the bottom gibs onto the bottom of the doors.
Place doors onto sill posts and gibs in the track.
Lower the operator onto the doors and secure the operator to the walls with
provided hardware. 
Install top gibs onto the doors.
Plug the operator into the car top board and test using the enable and door 
open button found on the board.

16.1)
16.2)
16.3)
16.4)

Make sure all the landing doors are closed and all e-stops are pulled up. 
Slide the install switch to the off position (left).
Slide the high-speed switch on (right).
Slide the MCU switch to on (right).
Elevator will now go to the top floor and find the home position.

17.1)

17.2)
17.3)

Set the top floor level by pressing the 2 enable buttons on the COP 
board then go up or down until you are level with the landing floor 
using the respective up/down buttons. Release enable buttons to set.  
Go to each floor and repeat.
Run the elevator up and down ensuring the cab stops level at each floor.

16.5)



Final Testing
Run the elevator, testing all safety functions ensuring the elevator 
is functioning at peak performance. 

FINAL TESTING 
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18.1)



INSTALL PROCESS ANIMATIONS 

# Steps Vimeo Link QR Code 

01 Rails & Sling https://bit.ly/3AtQ7SG 

02 Power Unit https://bit.ly/3Tk7hdR

03 Sling & Counterweight https://bit.ly/3dK7Woz 

04 Overspeed Governor https://bit.ly/3Km9elR 



https://bit.ly/3Aui3Wy 

https://bit.ly/3e1lsEI 

# Steps Vimeo Link QR Code 

06 

07 https://bit.ly/3cor6jB 

08 https://bit.ly/3KiNyY5 

Sensor Head

Cab

Stoper 
Operator and 
Bi-fold Door

Electrical Hookup

05 
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